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editorial
Senate
·Comes
To Its
Senses

And what it got was quite a Iot-a
space approved by the Regents;
equipment and labor to tear out the
original asphalt; some of the trees;
fertilizer; concrete for new
sidewalks; and best of all,
enthusiastic student labor. The
committee got so much, in fact, the
original cost estimate of $11,500 was
trimmed to a mere $1870.
Furthermore, the park, shown on
a masterplan of the campus in the
future, was begun by students
because the University has sadly
lacked initiative in campus
landscaping.
Senate Finance Committee's

tabling of the bill was not so much
an objection to. the idea of the
People's Park as a reaction to the
fact they had already spent so much
money in one night. At the time the
park request was heard late Tuesday
night, the Finance committee had
spent about $11,000.
Complaints were also heard about
the location of the park just south of
the Student Health Center- an
objection which is rather after - the fact since the asphalt has already
. been torn out. The location was
publicized earlier in the year before
the Campus Planning Committee and
the Regents had approved it. That

was the time to make complaints.
Much of the initial work on the
park is complete, but the work can
go no further. The next step is
installation of an irrigation system,
which the Park Committee has
already arranged to buy - at cost, of
course.
In the past, Senate has funded
many programs which have benefited
a few students at the expense of the
entire student body. Now they seem
to have come to their senses and
funded a project which will benefit
all students for a much longer time
than any of us will be here.
Sue Major
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Leashed Beast

Unlike the large number of dogs which slip into the Union, this
dog is securely leashed. The increase in complaints filed about dogs
in the Union may jeopardize its health rating.

Health Department Threatens Closure Proceedings

Loose Dogs Must Vacate Union

Women, vs. Clzristia1zity

Ph.ilosophical Oppon.en.ts
for man to control.
Behold the text of Genesis: "Then
the Lord God said unto him (Adam),
'It is not good that the man should
be alone; I will make a helper fit for
him.' " So Eve is wrung from the rib
of Adam, to keep him from getting
By JANET MEADOWS
lonesome
and to serve as "a fit
Reprinted from the
helper." But, as a defective creature,
University of Washington Daily
designed
to complete the
The liberation of women and the
precepts of Christianity stand as incomplete, she is beguiled by the
philosophical, ethical and political serpent (later interpreted to be a
opponents, and this antagonism will penis symbol), eats of the tree of
prevail until such time as the church sex-knowledge and capriciously
dies of its own misanthropy, internal · seduces pure, innocent Adam into
contradictions and rejection by doing likewise.
Surprised in flagrante delicto by
serious critics.
Current attempts to reform the the curiously indignant Father, she
church to accommodate new and Adam hide in sudden shame at
concepts of female equality can their "nakedness." Enter fig leaves.
never produce more than token The Big He demands an explanation
reform. The wellsprings of Christian of this unseemly conduct. Adam says
thought-the patriarchal authority of Eve made him do it; she says the
the male god and the inane serpent made her do it; and the
Adam-Eve explanation of sexual serpent, who spoke quite plainly to
roles-are basically absurd and sexist. Eve, suddenly doesn't talk anymore.
So the Lord- God- Almighty
The righteousness of patriarchy, as
opposed to the original matriarchy, hands out punishment to the
is established in Christian mythology naughty children as follows: the
when God - the - Father first creates serpent is sentenced to forevermore
man and from him the second sex, travel on his belly, in which position,
woman. This is womb-envy; man presumably, genital erection is
must deny woman even her proscribed and dignity is banished.
reproductive functions, and assign Adam is sentenced to labor and till
this unique capacity of women to the ground (human labor now
himself! This act of control of becomes a cm·se and moral duty
reproduction established God's male rather than an economic and natural
omnipotence, and derivatively male need to produce and create), and Eve
control over the distinctive capacity is sentenced to bear children in great
of woman. Man, created "in His own pain, as if God, rather than nature,
image," is His agent and imitator; decreed the inherent violence of
childbirth.
woman is created afterwards to serve
Eve is also sentenced to
the "God in man" by being an object

masochism-to desire her husband
even though "he shall rule over
you." Adam's sentence is imposed
because "you have hearkened to the
voice of your wife," an ignominious
betrayal of manhood. Eve is
considered the real criminal, the
source of all evil and especially
knowledge of evil.
Eve's crime and punishment are
the basis of Christianity's role
assignment for women. Her supposed
weakness of character, inability to
control intellectual and sensual
curiosity and dangerous agility to
seduce Adam .into knowledge are
deemed as crimes, and she is
condemned to "serve man as man
served God" and to pay for her
transgression by the pain of
childbirth. Thus the crime of
autonomy and leadership, the
presumptuous usurpation of God's
province, are laid on her and poor
dear Adam is only the victim of the
eternal independent-rebel woman.
New-breed Christians who claim
that Biblical myth is meant only
"symbolically," not as scientificanthropological truth, should ponder
just what symbolic truth is involved.
The story of Adam and Eve is sexist
and symbolized clearly the
cataclysmic overthrow of the
matriarchy by the insurgent forces of
private property, class warfare and
patriarchy are basic to Christian
ideology.
The church has implemented the
dictum of Adam and Eve to the
letter, constructing one of the
richest, most powerful and most
totally male-controlled and

male-defined institutions in the
Western world. The basic political
role of the church in perpetuating
male supremacy-the cultural
expression of the regime of private
P.roperty and partilineal
inheritance - remains unchallenged.
Since the emergence of the
contemporary woman's movement,
Christians, despite token reforms,
have been incapable of accepting the
most basic demands for female
self-determination. The papal fury
that forbids all women control of
their bodies, the marriage ceremony
wherein women lose their names,
identity, and very existence as
independent human beings and the
unconscious conviction about Eve's
primary guilt for original and all
subsequent sin, operate to
perpetuate male power in the church
and in society.
The church bolsters capitalism by
providing cultural reinforcement of
patriarchal economic and political
control. The church is an agent of
the profit motive, a male enterprise,
and thereby perpetuates capitalist
exploitation and its global
expression - imperialism.
The vicious myths that define
women's nature are ingrained in the
Christian religion. The emancipation
of women, and the insidious
teachings of the Bible, are mutually
exclusive.
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Intransigent Rlissia Still
Threat to Foreign Policy

'Hey, Major-If We Hear Any Red Alerts On The Radio, Should We Let You Know?'

Work on People's Park will
continue in spite of Senate's
incredible holding patterns.
A request by the People's Park
Committee for $1870 was tabled
Tuesday night in Senate Finance
Committee, but last night (on the
second try) Senate pulled the bill out
of committee and passed it 17-1.
Senate, as usual, is in bad shape
finacially. All year The Lobo has not
hesitated to lambast them for their
spendthrift policies, but even to
at~empt to cut a project as important
and far-reaching as the People's Park
is absurd.
In the first place, the People's
Park was an ASUNM initiated
project: There was always a tacit
agreement it would' ·lnr·funded
whatever it needed after the Park
Committee had gotten as much as it
could in the way of donations.

i

By AARON HOWARD
The New Mexico Union may be
forced to close if dogs continue to
run free inside the building.
Environmental health officials
have threatened to close the
Union because of violations of
state, city and University
ordinances which forbid dogs in
areas where there is food
preparation for public
consumption.
Dogs have been reported in the
Union hallways and lounge and in
the dining area said Union
Director Ron Baum.
The situation is getting to a
very serious stage," said Baum.
50 Complaints
''We received 50 complaints
about dogs in the Union. The dogs
are ~>ating from peoples' hands in
the cafeteria and are eating
leftover food from the tables.
"A number of our custodians
have been nipped and bitten
trying to get dogs out of the
building."
Although there are signs on all
doors to the Union which prohibit
dogs, many people have been
bringing the animals inside during
cold weather, he said,
He explained that other dogs
follow the general movement of
people into the Union, trying to
find their masters who may or
may not be inside.
Nervous Dogs
Once inside the Union, many of

the animals tend to get nervous if
they are not on a leash and pose a
safety as well as the standard
health problem.
Not all dogs get into the Union
by accident though. Many are
brought in on leashes by their
owners, he said.
Ba urn said Union emplqyes
have encountered a number of
problems when asking people to
remove their animals from the
building.
"Wht>n we've asked some
people to take their dogs out,
we've gotten such answers like:
'it's not my dog, it's my friend' or
'you can't ask me to leave my
brother'.
"Sometimes the answers are
much more direct and profane
than that."
Ordinance Violation
The problem with dogs running
around in the Union is that the
animals are a violation of state,
city and University ordinances,
said David Dart of the
Albuquerque Environmental
Health Dept.
Ordinance 2191, Section F,
Paragraph D of the Food Services
Sanitary Manual forbids "live
birds or animals in any area used
for storage, preparation or serving
of food."
Dart is one of the people who
makes monthly inspections of the
Union. He explained the
ordinance forbids dogs "in an area

or facility used for the conduct of
food service operations."
Only Problem
"The Union is a very well run
operation," said Dart. "There is
no problem about their grade
being in jeopardy except for this
dog thing."
Dart explained that when
Environmental Health inspects
food institutions, the inspector
issues a grade to the
establishment.
An "A" grade, which the Union
presently holds, is given to a food
service operation which meets
certain state health and sanitary
standards. A "B" grade· is given
for those eating establishments
with lower standards.
Closure Procedures
Certain violations, such as
animals in food areas, mean a "C"
grade. If a violation is reported
during two consecutive
inspections, the area is given a
"C" grade for thirty days. If the
violation is not corrected, then
closure procedures are started.
Although inspectors usually
make monthly inspections, in the
case -:>f violators, inspectors will
often make daily inspections to
see if the violations are being
attended to.
Baum noted the Union was
downgraded to a "C" a year ago
when a health inspector saw a
(please turn to page 3)

By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Nixon
Wednesday termed the conflict in
the Mid East the most dangerous
in the world and said Soviet
attempts to dominate the area
"must and will be resisted."
Despite the costly and
frustrating war in Southeast Asia,
it is Moscow's moves as an
ambitious global power seeking
exclusive influence at America's
expense that poses the chief
threat of nuclear war, the
President said.
In a book·length "State of the
World" message to Congress;
Nixon pointed to the Jordanian
crisis of September, with its
implications of a direct
confrontation between Russia and
the United States, as "the greatest
threat to world peace" since he
assumed office.
He put the Soviet Union on
notice that despite America's
unhappy involvement in
Southeast Asia, the United States
was not relinquishing its role of
world leadership.
"There should be no
misconceptions of the role we will
play in international affairs," the
President said. "This country is
not withdrawing into isolation.
"With the Soviet Union we
want a relationship in which the
interests of both are
respected . . . but, when
challenged, the United States will
defend its interests and those of
its allies."
The President also promised to
examine the possibilities of more
contacts between the United
States and mainland China, and
referred to that country seven
times as "Peoples Republic of
China"-the first U.S. president
ever to do so in an official
document.
Troop Reduction
Nixon claimed the United
States was embarked on a
~,

~
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"consistent and unmistakable"
policy in Vietnam that will reduce
American involvement and
provide a reasonable chance for
political stability.
As examples of progress, he
said, U.S, troop levels and costs
were approximately one·half and
American casualties were
approximately one·fifth of what
they were two years ago when he
assumed office.
While efforts to negotiate a
settlement were getting nowhere,
he said, the South Vietnamese
forces now were assuming a much
greater responsibility for military
operations and approximately 80
percent of the population was
under control of the Saigon
government.
But he warned that North
Vietnam still has the potential for
seizing the initiative in Southeast
Asia and said that "high levels of
American assistance and air
operations" would be required as
U.S. ground forces pull out.
He said l1is controversial
decision to send U.S. forces intQ._ .........
Cambodia last spring ~ had · been
proved an "indisputable military
success" which bought time and
confidence for the South
Vietnamese army and shored up a
shaky Cambodian regime
threatened by North Vietnamese
aggression.
"In Cambodia we can expect
sustained enemy thrusts against
the government," he added.
The 65,000-word report, titled
"United States Foreign Policy for
the 1970's: Building for Peace,"
was under preparation for three
months and is chiefly the work of
the national security council staff
headed by Henry A. Kissinger.
Nixon last year inaugurated the
tradition of a comprehensive
report to Congress outlining the
philosophical underpinnings of his
foreign policy. He termed 1970 a
year of limited success. "This
(please turn to page 2)

State Will Defend Officials

SANTA FE-The House yesterday voted 60-4 to allocate $25,000
to the state attorney general to
defend former Governor Dayjd
Cargo, Adjutant General John P.
Jolly, members of the National
Guard and other persons named in
a suit resulting from the May 8
National Guard incident at UNM.
Rep. John Mershon (D-Otero),
the sponsor of the bill, told the
House the state has an obligation
to defend its officials.
"Persons can't sue the state but
they can sue the officials," he said.

He also suggested the legislature look into the possibility of
getting overall insurance for state
liability.
The suit was filed by six persons allegedly bayonetted by the
National Guard at UNM May 8.
The state officials are being sued
for more than $1 million.
In other legislative action, the
House Education Committee postponed a hearing on a proposal to
put two student non-voting members on the Board of Educational
Finance.

Legislature St11dies Pollution Bills
SANTA FE-Aithough it was
Environmental Lobby Day in Santa Fe yesterday, pollution l~gisla
tion did not fare too well m the
New Mexico State legislature.
The major pollution bills, spon·
sored by Sen. Fred Gross Jr. (D.
Bern.) were p:iven do not pass
reconuncndntions by the Senate
Conservation Committee on a
H-2 vote. If the Senate adopts the
committee report, the bills will
be killed.
One of the measures would have
transferred regulatory power over
the JiJconomic Poisons Act and responsibility for holding heari~gs
from the Regents of New Mcx1co
State University to a Board of
gconomic Poisons. The measure
also would have added t~ercury to
the Jist of economic po1sons and
placed its use under the Board's
control.
· Opposition to the bill centered
around the fact that although the
new Economic Polson~ Board
would make the regulntJOns, .the
regents would still be rcspousJble
for carrying them out. Opponents
also pointed out the regents under
preseut law can add mercm·y or
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other chemicals to the Jist of economic poisons.
The second measure defeated
would have allowed any agency
or person or the attorney general
to sue an industry or another person for violations of anti-pollution
standards. Cases filed would have
been heard in court, rather then
by admiuistrative t\gencies cha:·ged with carrying out pollutiOn
regulations.
"The courts will round out the
available tools citizens have. for
action to protect the envirOnment " Bob Martin, an Albuquerque ;ttorney speaking for. New
Mexico citizens for Clean A1r and
Watel' told the committee.
Ho\~evcr, the bill ran into difficulty when opposition said the
measure would open industry to
"harassment and frivolous cases
without merit."
Gross admitted last week he
never expected the bill to get out
of committee because "we're just
not that progressive" to pass such
legislation,
.
The Committee postponed action oll a measure to create a
Council on Environmental Quality.

In other environment-related
legislation, the House yesterday
passed a measure calling for
Southwest Conference on Air Pollution to be held April 30. The
conference would include legislators, state officials in the environmental area, interested citizens
and representatives from the surrounding states and the federal
government.
The House also passed a resolution to allow the legislature to
provide for the "control of pollution and the despoilment of the
air, water and other natural resources."
The resolution will be submitted
to the votel'S in the next general
election or a special election called
to ratify Constitutional amendments.

Lobo Goof
Kiva Club received $2341.90
from Senate Wednesday night
instead of the $3013.90 erroneously reported in yesterday's
Lobo. The Lobo regrets the
error.

Photo hy C'huc•l<

Uhuru Sasa

J<~[ln

Dancers from the Uhuru Sasa
Dance Troupe perform a segment
from the slavery sequence of their
multi-media presentation. The
group will perform tonight in
Popejoy Hall at 8 p.m.

State of theW orld .

•
(Co';ltinued from page 1)
an
intensive
anti-American
China will have ballistic missiles
year, as any year, saw crises. We
dealt with them without new war propaganda campaign which capable of reaching the United
and while winding down the war "suggest that intransigence States.
remains a cardinal feature of the
we inherited,"
Although there seems to be a
Soviet system."
momentary halt now in Soviet
Broad Outlines
Nixon said that in the late
In the report the President not 1960's while the United States nuclear development, Nixon said
the reasons for it are not clear,
only reviewed the events of the
kept its strategic nuclear weapons
past year but put forth the broad
consequence, he said he
at an even level, Russia surged feltAsit awas
necessary to "continue
outlines for guiding the nation to
vigorously ahead with
for the present" the U.S.
what he termed a new era of
partnership that "will test the development of a strategic force Safeguard Antiballistic Missile
which now approaches and in
Program, push ahead with adding
capacity of American leadership
some categories exceeds the Independently Targeted Multiple
and the understanding of the American capability.
American people."
,
Warheads (MIRVS) to existing
If further development is miss'iles ahd to harden minutemen
He characterized the new era as
continued, the Sovit:>ts would silos to make them more resilient
one in which U.S, allies would
attain
a "first-strike capability" to nuclear attack.
become increasingly self-reliant
that
would
and help share the traditional deterrent. knock out America's
American burden of providing aid
Revolution in politics is an
Additionally, he said by the last abrupt change in the form of
and security to the poor and
part of this decade mainland misgovernment.-Ambrose Bierce
oppressed.
Nixon said he recognized that
as the two most powerful nations
in the world, the United States
and the Soviet Union often are in
conflict. But it is "folly" that can
"only result in confrontation and
potential catastrophe" for either
Administration representatives procedures for grievances of
to seek gain at the expense of the
are scheduled to address the work-study employees.
other.
He pointed to the progress Union Board on the existing
The workers' group last night
achieved in the negotiations with methods of hearing student and
elected Reynoldo Ruiz and Isidro
Moscow on I imiting nuclear staff grievances in an emergency Tafoya, both fulltime workers,
weapons and the treaties already meeting at 3 p.m. today,
and Joey Maes, a work-study
The Board will determine student employee as
signed to limit the spread of
nuclear weapons and keep the possible procedures for hearing co-organizers. They said they
seabeds free of them as examples charges of discrimination,
would meet with delegates from
harassment and poor management
of fruitful areas of cooperation.
Photo by Dob Dutlor
the G.I. Forum to explore the
being brought against the Union
'But weighted against this,
possibility of being represented by
This giraffe at the entrance of
management by an ad hoc group
Nixion said, are the Soviet inroads
that group.
the Education Complex looms
in the Mid East, their disruptive of students and staff employes in
Tell
Them
The
G.I.
Forum
has
represented
over
a display of graphic
the Union.
activities in Cuba and the
campus workers under the
materials, special incentive
George
Sent
You
Don Schlegel, acting chairman
Caribbean, a reluctance to
administration of former UNM
projects and visual aids to help
of the Board, explained the Union
negotiate seriously over Berlin and
President Tom Popejoy.
teach reading at the elementary
Board itself would not be hearing
school level.
. .•
·'
..
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would be used if we decided to go
, '(-'·'<.
.
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. - ···_..
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ahead with it,''
The Board last Friday passed a
res o I u tion calling for the
investigation, as well as a
resolution to consider including
News Analysis
ing, Lobbying for the environfour Union employes on the
"The Washington Post" and made
ment was an old idea, but yesterBoard.
Albuquerque
look like an entreBy Deanne Stillman
day people were doing it.
Lawrence
Yehle,
director
of
preneur's
paradise.
"You can
Yesterday
was
a
clear
crisp
' ••
t•
.
•
While the Senate was in the
personnel, has been asked to day in Santa Fe. One hour away
. ' ; -._
. '_ ....~ ~.
.... ~
make
money
here
even
if you•
appear at the meeting and explain in Albuquerque it was hazy, process of killing pollution legis- can't spell Albuquerque," read
lation,
lobbyists
were
lll/eeting
grievance procedures for workers, smoky dirty. It was a good day
one bought by the Horizon Co.,
•
~
-.
·- _1:
r ~-·
and Fred Chreist will explain for the people's Lobby Day ex- with Atty. Gen. David Norvell, which is presently subdividing an
Sen. Lenton Malry, (D-Bern.),
cept for the fact that two pollu- Sen. John Eastham (R-Bern.) and area near Albuquerque. Another
tion bills were killed and the
Four Foot
-several other senators and repre- ad in "Parade Magazine" said
hearing on another postponed.
sentatives who favor of environ- New Mexico is a healthy stateAt about 11:30 a.m. people from mental legislation. Norvell warn- there's less cancer here and one
around New Mexico began filtercould even carry a treasure pouch
:.
• ••
.
.. ! : ·.-: ,_-:
J; ... : • . • •
ing into the rotunda at the capitol ed the lobbyists to "go with the into his backyard to become a
Bulb and Fixture
consensus so we can get someto find out the day's schedule of thing done." Apparently the con- rich man tomorrow. It too wa-s
15.95
Complete
1. Are you a graduating
conferences and bills. Some lobbysponsored by a company which
ists, from Albuquerque, didn't sensus did not impress the legis- is subdividing part of New Mexsenior majoring in science,
lators. Malry told the crowd "The ico.
' like yesterday's haze, -smoke and other -side is lobbying 25 hours a
engineering, agriculture or
dust; others, from Santa Fe, liked
34.95
Obviously New Mexico is ripe
business?
yesterday's
clear, crisp atmos- day when you're not here.''
for
free enterprise, and citizens
We have a ~vide selection
Telegram
phere. They were brought towho
took advantage of People's
2. Are you graduating with
of sacadelic lighting Yesterday's Senate action ungether
by
their
like
and
dislike,
Lobby
Day aren't happy with the
a degree in liberal arts,
thousands of poste1·s to
Several of the organizers of the derlined Malry's statement. East- barrage of opportunists in the
with summer experience in
People's Lobby were professional ham said letters and telegram are Land of Enchantment. But legischoose [1·om. Come see our
such skills as farming,
lobbyists, but most of those lob- not a very good tactic because it's lators ignored their constituents
Blcwlc Light Toom· at Hoffbying yesterday were young- one used by professional lobbyists yesterday. They must be listening
construction, business or
man town.
some high school and college stu- and when he gets mimeographed to somebody.
public health?
Two Locations
dents, others not enrolled in any letters, he's wary of them. A good
3. Are you willing and able
New immigration regulations,
435 San Mateo NE
institution but just as concerned tactic, he said, is personal contact with legislators.
instituted in Jan. 1962, abolished
to acquire a working
about the environment.
256-7241
Recently it seems as if tactics discrimination based on race,
Hoadrunner Symbol
knowledge of a foreign
HoiTmantown Shoppipg
must be very novel and offensive color or religion. Immigrants now
A
good
number
of
lobbyists
language if given the
Center
were older and their outfits attest- to attract to the media. But the were to be judged solely on
proper training?
296-0311
ed to their disdain of pollution and mood at yesterday's lobby for the education, training and skills.
4. Do you have a genuine
to their love of New Mexico. A Earth seems to have negated that.
BankAmericard/Master Charge
New Mexico lobo
few
women wore large roadrun- Perhaps the gentleness was the
desire to work in partnerculmination of a violent decade-ner
pin-s,
some
wore
"Home
Sweet
ship with people in other
Vol. 74
No. 90
Earth" buttons, -several men wore murders on the campus, the invaparts of the world?
sion
of
Cambodia
and
Laos-or
Box
20,
University
P.O.,
UNM,
conspicuous roadrunner tie tacks,
maybe
it
was
an
aura
of
futility
Albuquerque,
N.M.,
87106
one man even sported a leather tie
If your answers to one of
Editorial Phone ( 505.)
stamped with a roadrunner, other but the message came across. No
the first two questions and
277-4102, 277·4202
lobbyists wore buttons proclaim- one likes a polluter, only it seems
both of the last two quesThe New Mexico Lobo is
ing their status as "friends of the the legislators missed the point.
tions are "YES", you are a
published daily every regular week
Earth," and a few just wore ex- Maybe effective tactics are nonof the University year by the Board
prospect for the Peace
pensive-looking wool tweed suits. existent and the environmehtal
of Student Publications of the
Corps.
The mood was gentle, the sincer- action groUJ>S will have to buy
Associated
Students
ity was evident, but the effort was the state of New Mexico from the
Univ~rslty of New
Mexico,ofandthe
i•
Want to know more? Send
futile.
subdividers
and
industrialists.
not
financially
associated
with
in the coupon.
The legislators who spoke at
UNM, Printed by the UNM Printing
Although the subculture was
h
PlantAlbuquerque,
with second class
postage
paid
present ,their rhetoric was miss- t e conference and· answered quesat
New
Mexico,
tions were in favor of environ87106. Subscription rMe is $7 for
You can be proud of it.
mental legislation, but they arc
the academic Year.
You can be part of it.
a minority. Other bills are still in
The opinions expressed on the
The Lobo
are
editorialofpages
committee, so maybe lobbyists
those
the ofauthor
solely.·
still have a chance.
Unsigned opinion Is that of the
Representatives for environeditorial, board of The Lobo'
THEPEACECORPS
mental groups also "POke· at the
Nothing necessarily represents the
Washington, D. c.
I
o
views of the Associated Students or
WI
the University of New Mexico.
conference. One of them -showed
Toll me more about tho opportunities
I
the people an ad which ran in 1
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Union Going to th,e Dogs ...
(con tinned from page 1)
puppy sitting on a table during a
routine monthly inspection.
The reason there arc ordinances
prohibiting dogs from eating
establishments is that the animals
are potential health hazards said
Dart.
'
Norman M. Borthwick
veternarian, said while most
animals are cleaner than humans
"there is no point exposing
yourself to needless hazards in
food handling."

Potential Carriers
Borthwick said dogs are
potential carriers of common
food-born infections such as
staphlocci, streptococci,
salmonella and clostridium.
"This doesn't mean the dogs
transmit these diseases to
humans," said Borthwick. "But
you run the risk, for instance, of a

Hearing MetlLods Soztg1Lt
In Union Workers' Hassle

State Legislature Kills Two Pollution Bills

\
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Whol~~ Earth Catalog-Jan. Supplement.$ I .00
Amen can Boys Handy Book
$3.95
Chicano, Vasquez
.$G.95
and much new stuff on orcler
Many un.dh·ground nr'WSj)(ljwrs
and to 1nix are coming
Open til 10:00 P.M. Week Nights

.

ope1·ations of the Union in
danger,"
Baum said that other
universities in California had
handled similar problems by
hiring a dog catcher or by
imposing fines on dog owners. But
he added .these matters were not
under immediate consideration at
UNM.
The reason why the Soviets
have never placed a man on the
moon: They fear he might defect.

Repair & :\laintenancc

Nixon Urges Greater Drug Bouts
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Nixon urged
international cooperation
Thursday in the fight against
illegal narcotics traffic, aircraft
hijackings and diplomatic
kidnap pings.
"The need for international
cooperation to solve (these) types
of criminal problems has become
increasingly clear in recent years,"
he said in his second annual
foreign policy message to
Congress.
"The explosion in international

travel and intercourse has l1ad the
unintended effect of greatly
reducing the ability of national
societies alone to control such old
criminal activity as the illegal
narcotics traffic, and such new
criminal forms as hijacking and
terrorist attacks on diplomats,"
Nixon said.
Narcotics addiction, he said, is
Some of the mailboxes Fran
spreading with "pandemic
Hall has run across in his travels
almost defy description, The
virulence and is currently worse in
the United States than in many
owner of this one makes it clear
Mailbox Photos
countries ... but no country is
the rural mailman is welcome. In a
immune and any country could be
unique color film, Hall travels
next."
around with the rural mailman on
his rounds, recording interesting
The President stressed that
effective law enforcement efforts
anecdotes of America. The film
will be seen here March 9.
can "present the illegal
production of most narcotics
drugs, for production in quantity
requires activities difficult to
John Hightower, the conceal."
Pulitzer-Prize winning chief of
He noted U.S. efforts to curb
Associated Press (AP) foreign narcotics traffic in cooperation
affairs reporters, will join the
with Turkey, France and Mexico,
WASHINGTON (UPI)Dwight Allen, dean of
faculty of the UNM journalism but said far greater cooperation is
Congress was urged Wednesday to education at the University of
department effective next August. necessary if the battle is to be
authorize research to find Massachusetts, said, "Behavior,
Department Chairman Tony won.
teaching methods that would not performance, seems to be the
Hillerman, who made the
Nixon said the United States
announcement today, said the will soon submit amendments to
eliminate mass boredom among only object of measurement.
appointment of Hightower "will the International Narcotics
the nation's school pupils.
Student attendance, dress, traffic
bring to our students one of the Control Board to strengthen its
"There are massive numbers of flow, clean socks for gym, pencils
most distinguished inen in present power only to request
bored individuals in our secondary for French, sitting quietly seem
American journalism."
schools," said chairman Stephen more important than a noticeable
voluntary compliance with the
Hightower won the Pulitzer World Convention on Narcotic
K. Bailey of the Syracuse gain in achievement."
Prize for International Reporting Drugs.
University Research Corp. "They
Anthony Oettinger, professor
in 1951. The AP awarded him the
watch a Jacques Costeau show on of linquistics at Harvard, said the
title of Special Correspondenttelevision on Sunday night and NIE proposal was "necessary,
one of 6 among more than 3300
then go to school Monday constructive and timely." But he
AP newsmen-in 1964 in
morning for dull, gray periods of said "those concerned with the
recognition of his
teaching."
development of the new institute
accomplishments.
Bailey and two other educators must be men of strong faith in
His other national and
testified before a House reason who are also willing to
international
honors include the
Education Subcommittee in strike out into uncharted territory
Raymond Clapper Memorial
suppol't of President Nixon's unhampered by prevailing
Award for Washington reporting,
proposal to create a National orthodoxies."
the Overseas Press Club of
Institute of Education (NIE) to
Nixon's proposed NIE would
America citation for foreign
test new teaching methods.
operate under the Department of
reporting,
the Sigma Delta Chi
JUIIIII'IIIllllllllimmm!I!IIIUiilll'lUJITIUillllll!lllilillllliiiiUIIIU:IU:III/I!IIIIil!:llillliiiiTII Health, Education and Welfare
Award
for Washington
(HEW). It would evaluate all
Correspondence, and, in 1970, the
private and government research
Am e r i 'C'a n A cad em y of
into teaching improvements and
Achievement Golden Plate award
make grants to public and private
for national government
lllllllllllfilllfillllilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTIIllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllii!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIJiill agencies for additional research.
reporting.

Snore--Teaching Methods
Boring Nation's Students

AP's Prize-Winning
Foreign Affairs Boss
] oins UNM Faculty

Calling U

Friday, I•'eb. 26
Union Bonrd: Union, room 230; 3 p.m~
li"Hm Committee: ,.I, A Man.,; Union,
theater; 6:30 p.m.
Film Committee: "Hnrd Dny's Night"
ttnd '"Help," Union_ ballrom: G p.m.
Indo·Americnn Association; Union, room
250·D; 6 :30 p.m.
Islamic Society; Union, room 231-A; 6:30
p.m.
3HO; Union, room 250·C; 7 p.m.

'Barn

tJ/ t;o<Jd ";ood

on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Spedalis1s
333 Wyoming Blvd. ;-;E
265-5901
nee E:stimatc"

~~~-

~~

DELTA SIGMA PI

Professional Business
Fraternity
wishes to invite any male
who is interested in busmess as a possible profession to a

CASINO PARTY
FRIDAY FEB. 26
at 7:00 PM
at the Trade \Vinds Motel
on Centt·al and San Mateo
FREE REFRESHMENTS
For transportation caJJ:
243-1688 or 296-3270
~~··

SLACKS JEANS

THE GUVS SlJ\CKS GIRLS LOVE.;

HaH

Popejoy

And the Cultural Program Committee

Phone 266-0690

Tirlwts Now Available

WASHINGTON, SE- ALBUQUE~:QUEj

*BIAU*
BRITGBBS
298•8%80
%001 Eubank

HE

\

Inconveniently

Located

Yon 'rcA Good Man Charlie Brown

Loft Open

Feb.28

Ample Parking
for 1 semi,

3 VW's &

HADRIAN VII-March 8

7 tricycles

1776-March 13, 14

21 PIECE
Chicken
Bucket

.Julian Bream-March 18

reg. $5.20

LIVING BATCH liMITED

food service employe petting a
dog and then handling food and
passing on something."
Although the possibility of
infection is the reason for
Ordinance 2191, the possibility of
rabies through dog bites is also
one which worries Union officials
and workers, said Baum.
Section Nine of city ordinance
2059 gives Union personnel the
right to lock-up any dog which is
"trespassing" in the Union.
With the warm weather
approaching, Baum fears the
number of dogs around the
University will increase and the
chance of more dogs in the Union
will also grow.
''We are asking students to
cooperate with us to keep dogs
outside the Union," said Baum.
"People shouldn't impose dogs
on othe1·s and put the entire

$4.00
with

U.N.M.

STUDENTs WITH AcTIVITY

J;2

The La1·gest
Selection of
Flares and
Be11 Bottoms
In the State

CARns

PIUCE-ALL EVENTS

l'ELRP£-IbNE

277
. ·3121
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Captain Beefheart and Co.
J\n In.credible Music Trip

Sz,,ndays Soon to be Wet Again
' Liquor Sa.les Bill Awaits Governor's Signature
The state senate yesterday pass-

?~ a House su.bstitute bil~ legallzmA: Sunday liquor sales m New
Mexico, by a vote of 25 to 15.
The bill will a!lo'; Sunday sales
from noon to I~I~mg·ht each Sundar for a_n addi~JOnal fee of $100
pmd by hquor license holders.
!~! e.ach local option district,
'':Inch 1s defined as a county or a
c1ty of over 5000 'population,
voters must actively reject Sunday sa~es which.will be on t_he next
statewid? ele~twn ballot. If Gov:erno1·. Kmg s1gns the. bill. Until
the time of a!~ electiOn Sunday
sales would be m effect.
. A House floor amendment elimmated the emergency clause of
the bill and Sund:>y sales will go
into effect 91 days after getting
the governor's signature.
The only way Sunday liquor
sales could be stopped will be by a
majority of any local option district voting to disallow Sunday
sales in that district. Cities of
over 5000 are also considered districts so it will be possible to have
a county that does not want Sunday sales and a city within that
county that does have open bars
on Sunday.
Several amendments to the substitute bill, that was rewritten
from its original form in committee, were presented in the senate.
Debate arose over the "negative"
attitude of the bill's district
options to reject Sunday sales.
The wording of the bill provides
that Sunday sales go into effect 90
days after signing, and remain in
effect until local voters decide to
eliminate them. Sen. DeVargas
D-Rio Arriba, Sandoval, sponsored
the measure on the senate floor.
He said, "The bill is reasonable
the way it is phrased now."
Further defending the measure

De Vargas said there was no need
to ask voters to approve Sunday
sales county by county as one
floor amendment asked because
the bill allowed citizens 'to refuse
Sunday sales if they wished.
Senato1·s who proposed the liquor sales bill, generally voted in
favor of the defeated amendment
that would have made local voters
responsible for deciding whether
Sunday sales should start.
Another amendment asking a 50
percent surtax on liquor "purchase and survice" was presented
by Sen. Finis Heidel D-Lea. "No
one asks the price of a drink
The 50 percent increase won't

ICAMPUS BRIEFSl
Malcolm Sharp
Malcolm Sharp, visiting
professor of Law at UNM, will
speak on "Law and Disorder
Among Nations" at the regular
Friday evening lecture at St.
John's College in Santa Fe.
The lecture will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Great Hall of the Peterson
Student Center Feb. 26. A
discussion period will follow.
Both are open to the public
without charge but seating is
limited.

Kiva Club
Kiva Club will hold a meeting
March 1, at 7 p.m. in the International Center. Plans for Nizhoni Dances will be discussed.

Alumni Meet
The UNM Alumni Association
will elect officers and executive
committee members at its
mid-year meeting Feb. 27 in the
Desert Room of the Union.
The meeting also will feature
the presentation of the Alumni
Association's University Service
Award to biology professor
emeritus Martin Fleck.

Lobo Goof Goof
The Lobo erroneously corrected
an error in Tuesday's Lobo. The
Engineering Open House and
project display will be Feb. 26.
The date has been variously reported as Feb. 27 and Feb. 25. The
Lobo doubly regrets the error.

Scholarship Benefit
A concert featuring vocal
selections from Cavalleria
Rusticana will be held Feb. 28 at
4 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center
Recital Hall.
The concert is sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Iota Foundation, the
women's musician professional
society.
Two members of the music
department faculty,
mezzo-soprano Jeanne Grealish
and pianist Jane Snow, will
perform.

Teacher Evaluation
Ernie Kilker, coordinator of the
ASUNM teacher evaluation is
seeking people to work on second
semester's edition of the
evaluation. Kilker may be
contacted at the ASUNM office,
277-5528.

The Marion Dorroh Memorial
Scholarship will be awarded by
New Mexico and greater
Albuquerque library associations.
To qualify for this award you
must be a graduate of a N.M.
college or university or a resident
of New Mexico and a graduate of
another recognized college or
university. Applicant must be at
least tentatively accepted by an
accredited library school as a
full-time student and have an
application completed and on file
no later than Feb. 28.
Apply to: Miss Marilyn
Pendelton, 701 Richmond, S.E.,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106.

"The Prevention of Coronary
Heart Disease- Present Status
and Future Prospects" will be the
topic of a public lecture Feb. 26
by Ivan Frantz at UNM School of
Medicine.
Frantz is a George S. Clark
Research Associate and professor
of medicine at the University of
Minnesota School of Medicine.
His talk will begin at 8 p.m. of the
medical school's Basic Science
building room 203.
The talk is sponsored by the
UNM ad hoc Nutrition Planning
Committee.
A rap session with Henry Abraham is open to all students at 10
to 11:30 a.m. today in the Union
Lounge. Abraham is a professor
of political science at the University of Pennsylvania. The session
is being sponsored by the Phi Beta
Kappa chapter. Moderator will be
Herman W eil.

Donn Assistantships
Applications for undergraduate
assistantships in the women's
dorms may be picked up at the
main desk of Santa Ana or
Hokona. Junior and seniors with a
2.8 g.p.a. are eligible. The
applications must be returned by
Feb. 26.

ASUNM Film Committee Presents:

Three F1·om Warhol
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Adminstration Reviewing
Parking Meter Problem
12 days ago, 98 parking meters
were put into operation on the
UNM campus. Robert Laliker,
assistant to the vice president for
administration and development,
said the purpose of the meters was
"to provide space for campus
visitors and leave more spaces for
the students and faculty in their
own Jots."
He said the administration was
considering opening some of the
metered areas for free parking
during periods of light usage. If
and when the times and locations
are determined, canvas bags will
be placed over the meters at the
designated hours.
Laliker said the only serious
complaint he has received so far
was from a parttime student who

wanted two·hour instead of
one-hour meters, but this he
added, "would defeat the purpose
of the meters, which is to keep
the spaces open and available to
visitors."
Presently the administration is
looking for a parking manager
who would be responsible for the
?ntire ~ampus parking situation
:,ncludmg long-range planning.
We hope to have him before the
summer session," Laliker said.
'l'he meters which charge 10
cents per hour are located on
Roma, between Buena Vista and
Zimmerman Library parking lot,
old University Blvd. between
Roma and Grand, and north on
Cornell from Redondo Dr. in the
area of Popejoy Hall.

U to Host State BSU Meeting
More than 150 black students
and directors of black studies
programs in colleges and
universities from throughout New
Mexico are expected at the first
state Black Student Union (BSU)
Conference Saturday at UNM.
The conference opens with
registration at 9:30 a.m. Saturday
in the Black Studies Building,
1812 Las Lomas NE. UNM
Associate Dean of Men Chuck
Roberts will welcome the
delegates.
Charles Becknell, UNM
coordinator for Afro-American
Studies, will discuss the Black
Studies program, while Barbara
Brown, a member of AASP, will

outline the goals of the
conference in the Union
Bal!l"Oom.
Delegates to the conference will
discuss formation of a state Black
Student Alliance, identification of
problems facing black students in
New Mexico1 the black athlete,
and commumty problems.
A film narrated by Bill Cosby,
"Black History, Lost, Stolen,
Strayed," will be shown at 2 p.m.
in the Ballroom, after
representatives from black student
unions at other colleges and
universities discuss their programs.
Moderator for the conference is
UNM student Ray Hamilton, from
Hobbs.

J,,,~,

P'''"'M'(I

92.95

COME IN

Non-Totem Poles
"Non-totem" poles are the major focal point in the renovated
yard of the UNM Air Force ROTC (AFROTC) building.
The novel name for the items came about when Jacob J. Brody,
curator of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology and a member of
the Campus Planning Committee, informed the AFROTC that they
were not constructing true totem poles.
True totem poles are those built only by tribes in the northwest
from V!lncouver, British Columbia, to Sitka, Alaska, Brody said.
PhysiCal plant workers have removed unsightly obstructions in the
yard and added the two poles with crushed red rock to help in
overall appearance.
The poles were built by the AFROTC unit but placed by the
school after officials claimed students would not do the job
correctly, AFROTC officials said.

Coronary Talk

Abraham Raps

Memorial Scholarship

3025 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

effect consumption and tourists
would pay most 'of the extra
money anyway," said Heidel. His
defeated amendment further served to prolong debate on the bill.
Sen. Ferguson D-Eddy, further
attempted to delay the bill's passage by introducing an amendment to insert a comma in the
bill's wording. If his or any other
senate amendment had been
adopted the bill would have returned to the house for further
consideration there, however his
amendment was withdrawn.
In all, six amendments were
introduced and all were either
withdravrn or defeated.

running

running

runntno·h

the 26th

the 27th

the 28th

You'll never taste
acolder beer.
Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine
p, DntiMUno & nons, Nowark. Now Jnrooy
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Lobo Arts and Media

'Dracula' --A Real Teeth Sinlcer
John Milholland's adaptation of
"Dracula" is the bloody good
kind of play you can really sink
your teeth into.
The classic contest between the
arrogantly evil vampire and the
learned and moral Professor Van
Helsing over the virginal Lucy
Steward is convincingly brought
to life amidst blood, capes, castles
and screams at the Old Town
Studio tonight through March 7.
Milholland has largely
revamped the Bram Stocker novel
to direct a stage production which
is truly frightening and gripping.
The opening scene, almost
completely rewritten, introduces
Renfield, played by Richard
Carlson. Renfield is a tortured
madman whose soul is doomed to
the service of the king of
vampires. In exchange for the
blood of flies and spiders,
Renfield has been promised
immortal life by Dracula.
Mu<;h of the play revolves
around Carlson because of his
brilliant performance. Both
Dracula and Van Helsing are able
to come on more subtle because
Renfield acts as the foil, making
very clear the horrors and extent
of Dracula's power.
Bounding after flies, madly
shrieking with an insane delight,
twisted by dozens of nameless
fears, bounded by his service to
"the master," Renfield (Carlson)
is used as the web to draw the
play together and the lubricant to
keep the action moving quickly.
Van Helsing, played by John
van Keuren, is called by Lucy's
father to investigate the
mysterious disease" which has
taken Mina's life and is now
plaguing Lucy. Visited for three
nights by terrifying nightmat·es,
weakened from the loss of blood
and from two tiny holes in her
neck, Lucy, played by Sharon
Pace, is close to the end.
Van Helsing's characterization
is a sublte one. Only the professor
understands the full extent of the
v-ampire's powers and the
seriousness of the contest. Van
Keuren angles for the perfect
combination of spiritual and
in t e II e e t u a 1 good in his
performance. In the scene where
• ' .. 1i,. ... ~-- --

··~

-·- ··-'

Van Helsing pricks his finger to · journey to England by ship is
taunt Dracula with the blood and
described by Harker, played by
then pulls the sacred host as the Scott Britt, stand out as one of
vampire is about to kill him, the
the best qramatic narrative pieces
professor indeed proves himself a I've heard in a long time.
worthy foe of the king of
The special effects, sound and
vampires. ·
lighting made the difference
Count· Dracula, played by between barely making it and a
Dickson Newberry, is an urbane
truly convincing production. Mark
vampire, certainly more at home Harton, Jim Arnholz, Shirley
in England than "in the wilds of Grandfield and Tom Thomason
Transylvania." Newberry's hard
did a great job in adding visual
and thin features project the
and audio spice to the play.
image of a rather hostile and evil
The set, an art mouveau
power. His even speech and
spider's web, was very important
arched eyebrows are enough to
to the production. Ken Guthrie
make mere mortals cringe before
built the set out of paper mache.
his power.
The costumes, designed and
The play was given added sewed from original period
comic relief by the inclusion of a
designs, were brilliant and special
particularly effective low comedy recognition to Julia Rutherford
scene between the maid (played should be given.
The play will run through
by Nancy Guinn) and the
Sunday and March 3-7 at 8 p.m.,
attendant (played by David
McKelvey). Milholland always with a special matinee children's
manages to include at least one performance Sunday at 2 p.m. at
scene in his plays where the maid
the Old Town Studio.
and another character provide a
Aaron Howard
comic interlude. The scene has
Linguistic Institute
become a kind of trademark in
The Fourth Inter-American
Milholland productions.
The opening night performance Linguistic Institute will be held on
of the play was, unfortunately, a the University of Puerto Rico
bit spotty. Due to several campus at Rio Piedras June
technical lapses, a few dropped 22-Aug. 5, 1971.
Linguistics, phonetics,
lines and several slow places, the
performance lacked the tightness morphosynta.x and language study
which one has come to associate and language teaching courses will
with most of the Old Town be among the graduate courses
offered. The final list of faculty
Studio plays.
But by tonight, most of the and courses will be available by
bugs should have been ironed out. March 15. Requirements for
Because the prcduction is so admission are: an A.B. or
ambitious, it was easy to overlook equivalent, three undergraduate
the opening night faults. For the courses in linguistics, an
few places in which the application for admission together
production dragged, there were with copies of diplomas, two
more than enough high points to letters of recommendation from
past teachers and a matriculation
make up for it.
The scene in which Dracula's fee of $10.
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
247·4406
.. Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BW' x 11', ~
., Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organizatio 11 ~
charts, oversized periodicals and book~.
..
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Shop
Striped Denims and colorful
Brushed Cottons for casual
Spring wear.

•WINROCK
eNOB HILL
oDOWNTOWN

-·

-

..

AT G:OO PM
NO ADMISSION

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

CHARGE
ASliNl\I Film Committee

Central at Universily

Friday, l<'cbruary 26, 1!)71

Ski Club is planning a weekend
ski trip to Purgatory, Colo. in
March. The club will · meet on
March 2, at 8 p.m. in the Union,
room 250-C. For more
information contact Jeff or Mike
at 842-8812, or Kathi at
243·6134.

26th, 27th, and 28th

Every Toe. 5.6 PM

FUN

Ski Trip

tkDpy korner

Triple Feature:
hard day's night
heljJ
rnagical mystery tow·
SUB BALLROOM

to experience firsthand; I hope it
comes off as well over the radio
Wendy Kurman will probably b~
airing it tomorrow night during
her six to midnight program. Anyone who saw the Beefheart show
won't want to miss it; I imagine
you other unfortunates are also
invited to tune in.
"Breathe high, breathe life ... "
We love you, you big dummy.
Charles Andrews

fY.YY~TTTT~TY~YYY·Y~Y~Y • • YYY~YTTYT~TI
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FUN

FUN

lOc BEER

at G:OO, H:OO, and I 0:00
$1.00 with ID

Dracula

OKIE'S

Three Shows Each Night

IN THE SUB THEATER

Renfield (lef9, played by Richard Carlson, struggles with his
attendent (David McKelvey) in a scene from "Dracula" playing at
Old 'fown Studio through Sunday, and March 3-7.. There will be
children's matinees Sunday at 2 p.m.

Either . Captam Beefh.eart ~nd
The Magic Band were mcredlble
'I'uesd~y night, or I'v-e finally lost
my mmd completely. Or both.
The s~unds they made cannot
be described, much less critiqued,
in the usualmanne1·-if at all. The
last number-a gas, and my
favorite-consisted of Beefheart
on . electric s::x and Art Tripp
(alias .Ed Marn~ba) and Drumbo
on their respective sets of drums.
And so the entire evening went.
Ry Cooder and his excellent
group preceded Beefheart and Co,
Having them play first on this
tour is a wise decision; no one
should have to follow Beefheart.
I couldn't listen to any kind of
music for two days after the
concert--they messed my mind
up that much. Everything else
seemed so simple and unimaginative; after experiencing the Beefheart Five live, what have the
Beatles and Dylan got to offer?
My evening's trip was enhanced
considerably by stumbling downstairs to KUNM, where an interview was set up for after the performance, and discovering those
weirdos are just as strange in real
life as they arc on the stage. Mayby stranger.
If you can call them "real life."
They stated they never use drugs,
but those guys are so high they're
truckin' around in a world nobody
else even knows is there. KUNM
sent a half dozen of its best heads
against the Captain, and he blew
them all away. Wound up interviewing them. No fault of theirs,
of course; it's just that after you
come in contact with Captain
Beefheart, you have to completely
redefine the word "freak."
The interview was surrealistic

FUN
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Lobos Ditto Last Game; Downed Again 68-67
By PAUL FLECK
important (as the game turned
The Colorado State Rams
out)
two points. When you lose a
effectively shut off Willie Long
one-point decision, shots like that
unde1·neath and took their
tend to haunt you,
chances with New Mexico's
After the Rams tied it later in
outside shooters last night at
the
game, the Lobes pumped in
University Arena. The Rams came
off
five
straight points and things
away with a 68-67 victory,
looked
comfortable again. But
marking the second straight game
Rhoades'
free throws and
that the Lobes have been on the
Childress
underneath
helped the
heartbreaking end of that
Rams battle back to take the lead
identical score.
with 2:12 remaining.
Long, who had to average 25
Petie Gibson put the Lobos
points in his last four games to
back
on top briefly with a long
break the school season and career
jump
shot
from the side. But with
scoring records, was held to 14
the
score
65-64
Lobos, Rhoades
points by the inside-conscious
sank
two
more
foul shots and
Rams.
Willie
Edwards
scored
his only
The Lobos led all the way until
basket
of
the
night
on a
the ten minute mark of the
breakaway layup.
second half when the Rams tied it
The Lobos end their home
on a layup by Mike Childress.
season
tomorrow night against the
From then on it was nip and tuck.
Wyoming
Cowboys.
In the final analysis it was reserve
Gary Rhoades who did the Lobes
in with nine straight free throws
down the stretch.
The Wolfpack has now dropped
five consecutive conference games
and are in danger of dropping into
the league's cellar if Arizona can
beat Brigham Young tonight. The
Lobos are finding 13 their
The Appliance City small man's
unlucky number. They have been
basketball team, comprised
stranded at the 13-win mark for
primarily of UNM students, has
three weeks. Last night's loss was
advanced
to the state
their tenth.
championships.
Long's scoring shortage was
The championship tournament,
countered by 17-point sponsored annually by the
performances from Mike Faulkner Amateur Athletic Union (AA U)
and John Johnson. Faulk'ner had a
for players 5-11 and smaller, is in
good night from the floor at 7 for Grants this year.
11, but his sporadic free throw
Appliance City earned their
shooting (3 for 8) was costly.
way
to the tournament by beating
•
Colorado State was paced by
Photos by Rosalie Ferguson
teams from Alamagordo, Eastern
the tough rebounding of New Mexico University and the
evening with Long, who only
Childress, who leads the WAC in Roswell Independents. The wins
managed 14 points. At right,
that category, and also 18 points gave them the Southern Division
Mike Faulkner and John
from
the big man. Flashy Rick
Championship.
Johnson go up to control a
Fisher led all scorers with 20.
rebound. The Lobos lost their
Rocky Long and Dickie
The Lobos reeled off a 17-9 Gall egos were selected to the
fifth straight, 68-6 7.
lead in the outset and maintained All-Southern District team.
about that margin until right at
The tournament this weekend
the end of the half. Playing for pitts eight New Mexican teams
the last shot, Faulkner was fouled against each other. There will be
while driving for the basket with three teams representing the
five seconds left. He made one of southern part of the state, thrE'e
the two shots. Then Bob Caton
the north, last year's
sank a 40-foot desperation shot at from
defending champion and a host
the buzzer to give the Rams an
team from the Grants area.

Swimmers Meet Aggies
UNM's previously unbeaten
swimming team had its victory
skein shattered Saturday by
Colorado State and completes its
dual schedule at New Mexico
State (NMSU) Saturday before
the WAC finals.
Freshman Bob Frank, the 1971
New Mexico high school champ in
the breast-stroke returns home to
Las Cruces Saturday after winning
the 200 yard breast-stroke against
CSU. The Lobos will try to wrap
up their dual meet season with a
win over the Aggies. Last year the
Lobos defeated NMSU 93-17.
UNM is now 8-1 in dual
competition and could be a strong
contender ithe WAC finals but
will have to perform better than it
did last Saturday to have any
hopes of beating CSU for the
crown.
CSU outscored the Lobos
66-47 while capturing six of 12

Appliance City
In Play-Offs

..

-Another Loss

Willie Long (left) finds CSU's
Mike Childress an awesome
barrier as he tries to work his
way in towards the basket.
Childress and his teammates
were successful most of the

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini- WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mtnn ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
205, afternoons pref~rnbly or mall.
rtJn
five or more
consecutive
dnys towith
C1M8ified Advertising
no changes
the rate
is reduced
5c
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be mnde in full prior to insertion of advertisement,

1)

PERSONALS

CRAIG ON GillARD, Ros in Valley N~ds
Your Help. DorotiJy. 2/26
IT WORKED FOR KRIS, now situation
rcv~rncd. Intelligent boy, 23, wnnts to
m~t intelligent girl. Rot!ney-247-4889,
3/2
FREE ROOM AND BOARD in ex~hnng~
tor baby"Sitti.ng one t<'n y(lnr old mrl for
night worker. Ncar btt'l Jines, 2% mi.
from campus. 255-8836. 2/26
GESTALT AWARY.:Nf:SS AND ENCOUNTER WORKSHOP. Sponsored by
l•'rc-e Unh•rrsity nnd L~tting Go. ~<'~der
is certified and hw1 ndvnnc-N trmnmrr.
I·'~ ohargcd. Cnll 277-liR2G, 20~-4008, 2420669 or 299-31i21i. RO!listrntJOn 7 PM
Mondny. Mnrch 1 in Amistad Offic-e,
Honor".J Cent<-.--. 2/2G
CURB YOUR TALgNTS. Conoret<> finishera and tools nrNlcd at Pcoplco' Park
'l'hurBday nnd I<'ridny. U. is your park,
Jllcnse help, 2/26
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED A~S must
b~ In by 3 p.m. to run the followmg tlny,

LOST&FOUND

2)

LOST: $10 REWARD for whiw spinal
notebook of Geography 332, 471 and
481 notes. Ted DuBois, 277-6571. 2/26.

Skiers Test 'Break .Leg'
TI1eory On Vail Slo1Jes

quauteRs
to~nqe &

BaR-B--q
SCHLITZ
$3.84Jcase96c/6 pack
Send a, child to cannp

905

Wrth 100 million MORE AmetrCans 35 years hom now, Whifl wrll Ot•r krds be
IF WE ACT NOW TO STOP POPUI ATION
GROWTH, we have a chance for:
(a} iresh arr to breathe, clean water to drink
(b) hfe 1n a wOrldwtth wtldltfe, Wilderness
(c) a chance to use out tax money to IMPROVe'
our medrcal, educational, and social ser·
vtces, iristaad of paymg for more (not better)
roads, schools, parking lots, hospnals, etc.,
In a desperate struggle to keep up.
(dJ world peace.

yate se

Colorado, no one found a need to
try the theory, 38 students and
six adults spent four days in the
Colorado Rockies exploring
12,000 acres of ski slopes.
We had ovl'r 60 trails to ski on
within four powder bowl arl'as.
From Vail Village, elevation
8200 ', we hopped on gondola #1
and rose to an elevation of
10,000' at Mid-Vail. From
Mid-Vail, a chair took us up
another 1,200' to the highest
point at the ski area. The view and
climb left us breathless,
I pitied the courageous
beginning skiers who dared
venture to the top the first day,
Either they wanted to test the
"break something" theory, or the
height made them a bit dizzy in
the head. "Which one of these
runs is Vail?" one poor soul
asked. I had to tell him Vail was a
bit bigger than one run, and his
eyes got as big as the baskets on
his poles,
We did offer free ski lessons to
the beginning skiers on the trip.
please turn to page 7

a\s

ft~cmg?

IF WE DO NOTHING (LET NATURE TAKE ITS

COURSE), tf's i.l sure bet we wrll got
(a) rncreascd po//uhon and destruction ot our
atr, water, and sot I
CbJ a chance to woar a gas mask m our Ctlies (a
real tty tn Tokyo today)
(c) a world on a treadmill .struggtmg to keep
even, but fall.ng farther behtnd each day
(dl increased international tensions caused by
compehhon for the earth's limtted resource!:.

TYPING TimM PAPERS, thcsc.s, ct.<.
Mrn. Kinkndl', 898·3400. 3/3
.
AGORA STUD.BNT TO STUDENT
HELP. Open 24 hours a dny, 7 dnys a
weel\. ComP in to the northwest corner
o! III09n Vista, or call 277-3013. 3/5
J,EATHER, SANDALS AND CLOTHES
custom mndc. Phone 243-4614. I..ow<'St
Pricrn. 2/11

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTS FEMALE
MODELS for figure work. Experience,
nppenra.nce considered in fcc nw.otin·
tiona. Send nam~. address; phone, photo,
P.O. Box 4023, Albuquerque, 87106. 3/3
WANTED-MEN OR WOMEN for parttime cmployrueht. No ('X))~Jriencc needed.
For interview caJJ 266-3237 niter 4
l'.M, 2/

7)

OPEN

(2) Jom attd support ZERO POPULATION GROWTH, and cast yoor vole lor a quality ltlo for everyone.

842-6736

1600 Central SE

Mon.·Sat.
11 A.M.-3 A.M.

Sun. 11 A.M.- 'I A.M.
!>H<JW MEX'ICO LOTIO

Lionshead, a new area still being
developed. Nine other lifts
transport skiers up the slopes at
the rate of several thousand
persons an hour.
The ski area is just off
Colorado's Interstate 70,
approximately 37 5 miles, or seven
hours driving time, from
Albuquerque.
Cold, wet and tired, it all ended

the fourth day after the last run.
The club boarded the bus and
headed for home. There were no
complaints and the driver even
inquired about our next trip and
if he could be of service.
"We'll probably go to
Purgatory in March," I said. I
think his look hid a sigh of
relief ... at least he'd have two
months to recover!

(TRIPlE AWA~@JMJ!t~!,!)
BESTPICTUREDFTH£!/ERR
8£STO/R£CTDR BobRafel•on
BESTSUPPORHNG
HCTRESS
Ksren8/1ck

lfVf/fR,f!JJlJfCE.f.
JACK NICHOLSON
KAREN BLACK

oodSUSAN ANSPACH

Ji-mmy Hendrix
Cry of Love
ONLY $3.99 AT:

Gold Street Circus
1820 Central SE

I'REE WINE GUIDE. l'r~ Wholesale
Cntnlog, hundreds brand name products
at 30'(-iiO<l- otr. Wrlte-Univernity Investor; llox 50022, Dallas, Texas 71i21i0.
3/1

The best in recordsat the best of prices

CREATIVE MINDS I Thunderbird wants
your bC"St p.>ctry, fiction, nrtjl nnd photography for spring issue. Deadline April
1st, l!oom 205, Journalism building, 2/26

Watch
Goldie

stjl"
things

up.

HUGE

&

WILD DISCOUNTS

STEREO

RECORDS & TAPES

SPEEDY SERVICE- SEND FOR

YOUR FIIEE

I

I

LIST

THE STUDENT STOllE
P.O. IIOX 64
REDONDO IIEACH, CALIFOIINI.t.
90277

NAME------------------------------------ADDRESS

Zllt _ _ _ _ __

FORRENT

.t)

WANTED---GIRL TO SHARE APART1\U)NT. Gonvicnce.' and nenr UNM. $60
rnonth, good doni. CnlJ Elmira, Jo'r1dny,
Saturdlly or Sunday, 243-3436. 2/26
MALJo: ROOMMATE. $58 month, all utilities paid, e1osc to UNM. 266-3670 nfU>r

5. 3/2

5)

FORSALE

STI~R.EOS~

These atcrros have wnlnut
finish nnd DSR turntables and will sell
for $88 enr.h. Uftltetl Freight Snl!'5,
3920 Snn Mntco. Open 9 to 0, 2/5

,".,;;,;,_-...

'".....
"'.:

CASA DB PAZ-"Hnndcrnft..;, 6241i 4th
N.W., Lcnther-Ciot~cs-Pot);Cq-Cnn
d1{'!1 "-J'ew(l]ry-Wt>n:VmJt--Pnmhnv.s ._
l'rinlq--Sculpturt.L-.,.')nntos nnrl morl•, n11
by Albuquerque craftsmen. 3/4

VW CAMPER, sound '02 body, rebuilt 65
mv.ine, s~oo. 256·3600. 3/2

with

1070 HONDA SL350 M\)'I'OCROSS, 4000
mil"" excellent condftlOii. Rrd, luggage
rnc-Jt/ othPr extrM. $690 nt'gotinble. Offt"r
expires Mnrrh 4. Cali 296-0620 ntt•r 8
P.M. 3/4

THE OWL
Al\JD THE

;0 PORTADLE TV's. $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming N.E. 255-ii087. 3/5
LI~VI

IIELL BOTTOM JEANS. You neotl
'(1}'). We hnve 'em. L_obo Men's Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 243·6054 2/26

VW CAMl'I•JR, sound '62 body, robuilt •or.
_ enl!inr~__ $!{_~~ 25~-3600. 3/3
_____

USED 'l'V's. $0.06. All ropnlr gunrnn •
1
tt~cd. Ont'n !) A M-U PM, 7 clnYf ~ wee<.
2Gri-~~8_G_!__l2_12 _Sa~_ M«;~~-·_.__N.I'J •.3/3 ___ ~
GOitTINA (lo:NGI,ISH lo"ORIJ), 4
ryJ,, 2 clonl' rnclio and hrnLN·, 4 HllcCd,
l'rir<• $450.00, l'hoh<• 2!1!1·0066, 3/3
•-..
1!160 YAMAHA 100rt•. Good Condition,
$200 or best oll'e!:. G:tl~_277·2969. 2/2G .
!flOG
~

·-~

-~-.

~-~~--~~------~-·--·~---~~·---o~~-·-·

Double-date
this

weekend

HAMINI•:X PRACTIKA eAMimA, sin,Jc

IC'ns n~Ht-x, RUI><'r TJJ, 35 MM. $90. 247..
3010. Ask for Pnul. 3/3

0

(over 25 different
sandwiches)

'

JUST IN!

MISCELLANEOUS

PUSSYCAT

1965 CADILLAC CONVImTIIJLB. Full
power, ir, nrcmium whJtewnllfl. $1,fi00.
205-0847. 2/20
.....

STO~.

Pagc6

WANT.BD:. BABY SITTING '.'nd Il!lht
housework. afternoons or cvcnmgs. now
until Junf!. Good referenr<'~. Sl hour. 20
hours weekly. Call 247-8967. 2/26
TYI'ING SimVICE, 119 Vasser S.E., r~n
sonnblc rates. Call 266·4906, Mrs. Re1d,
any time. 3/3

continued from page 6
They learned to turn (sometimes
into other skiers), stop (on their
behinds) and ride the chair (some
made it to the top, took one look,
and rode back down) ... mission
accomplished!
Vail is patrolled by 30 full time
professional ski patrol members
whose duty it is to render aid and
control potential hazards. The
potential hazards don't always
have to be avalanches ... the
schuss-boomer (racy skier) is as
frequent on the slopes as are
women drivers on the road.
The weather was great, the last
two days were sunny. The runs
below Mid-Vail could have used
more snow according to the
'seasoned' skiers (skiing over rocks
and stumps ain't like it used to
be . . . ) but they plummeted to
the bottom,
Nightly entertainment was
plentiful .. , from parties in the
rooms at the Hobday Inn (where
we stayed) to dancing and
drinking in the village. Some club
members got a treat, when, for
two consecutive nights, Stephen
Stills of the famed folk-rock
gr.oup, Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young joined one band and "did
his stuff" free in front of gaping,
wide-eyed skiers, Stills was on a
ski break at Vail,
Vail is served by two gondolas,
one to Mid-Vail, the other to

• • •

EMPLOYMENT

with full J'nct.ory gunrnnt~. NntlonnUy
ndvortlzetl brnnd to b~ sold for $29 cneh.
Monthly pnymJ>nts nvnilnble. United
l!'rcight Sales, 3020 San Mnt•o, op~n 9
to 9, 2/4

(f) Drop out ol the numbers game. If you ha\te mote than two ktds,
aouer yet, try to limit your
lamtly to no more than 2 children. This Is the only way we can slop popu)altOn growl h.

P. 0, Box 14144 Albuquerque, N.M. 87111

SERVICES

3)

6)

g NEW ZIG-ZAG SEWING li1AC~INES

WHICH WORLD DO YOU WANT FOR YOUR CHILDREN? WHAT CAN YOU OO"NOW•

zero population growth

events in a meet in which records
were set in three events,
UNM's Mark Combs oet a
school reqord in the 200
individual medley with a clocking
of 2:02: 2:02.33 but his time
wasn't good enough to win as
CSU's Rick Colley swam the
distance in 2:10.70, a pool record,
Another Lobo pool record was
broken by Ram Ralph Hutton
who swam a 10:36.27 in the
1000-yard freestyle. The old
record was 10:39.6.
In the 400 yard medley relay
the UNM team of Steve Craven,
Rick Klatt, Gene Sudol and Frank
swam a 3:38.65, beating the
previous record of 3:41.92,
After the NMSU meet the
Lobos have only a few days to
p r e p a r e f o r t h e W A _c
championships March 4-6 m
Provo, Utah.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

•

By KATHI SCHROEDER
"Break a leg!" To some, it
means good luck, but to a skier,
it's a little too close to the truth.
It's been said that if you've skied
for three years without breaking a
limb, you're lucky. Well, this is
my second consecutive season and
I sure hope I don't have to test
the phrase!
Fortunately for the students
and faculty involved in the
January Ski Club trip to Vail,

'Brealc a leg

LAST
5 DAYS
TONITE!
7:35
9:30

FOREST FIRES HURT OUR FOREST FRIENDS
Our wildlife has no defense against the careless
use of fire. So please follow Smokey's ABC's:
Always hold matches till cold. Be sure to drown
all campfires, stir the ashes, and drown them
again. Crush all smokes dead out.
Please! Only :v.ou can prevent forest fires

Priday, Jleb~~;trr 26, .1971
Page 7
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editorial
Senate
Game

Playing

Poor baby. .Ainother senator introduced an amendment inserting an unnecessary comma in the bill and proceeded to explain (with a straight
face) how much that comma meant
to the meaning of the bill. Another
amendment was introduced to ask
voters to ratify county by county
their desire to have Sunday sales,
rather than just have to disallow it
if they didn't want it (as the bill
stated in the first place).
The amendments weren't violent
opposition to important controversial

legislation, but irresponsible acts on
the part of certain senators. When
bills are piling up in committees and
it is evident that it'll be a squeeze to
get everything done before the end
of the session, these men decided to
play games and send this sensational
but unimpressive issue back to the
House. There it would just take up
more time to consider and more
trouble to pass.
Senators and representatives
should realize by now that they were
not elected to play games on the

~f/;f"Professors Must Break Stereotype Mold

Senate floor while legislation needing
consideration waits; especially when
the game players knew everyone had
made up their minds before the session and the bill was likely to pass,
and did-25 to 15.
If the legislature gets stuck working desperately on really important
legislation up to the last second of
the session, and if their behavior yesterday is indicative of their willingness to get to work, I can only say
I told you so.
Barb Morgan

c· (

Conference Evaluates Teacher's Role in Classroom

By PAT McARDLE
At a teacher evaluation
. conference held Friday at UNM,
Kenneth Eble, the keynote
speaker, expressed amazement at
"how much teaching owes to the
unn!'ltural fact that the young will
sit still. There they are in
bolted-down seats for God's sake,
and the wonder is not that they
learn but that they stay."
"Teacher Evaluation- Why?
By Whom? How? was the subject
of the one-day conference held in
the Union Ballroom. Students,
faculty and administrators from
colleges in Texas, New Mexico,
Colorado and Utah discussed the
past and the future of teacher
evaluation at the university level.
Eble is director of the Project
to Improve College Teaching
presently based at the University
of Utah. He has been Wot'king
with this project, which
emphasizes undergraduate
teaching, since the fall of 1969.
Of the colleges he has studied he
said, "Over half have started a
form of student • initiated teacher
evaluation in the past 10 years."
Professorial Concern
"I don't think the students are
trying to squeeze the teacher into
a mold, but it is true, in
humanities as well as the sciences,
that they want their professors to
show more concern."
Hal Moore, a professor of

'IS THERE A POLITE ':JriAY TO KICK A LADY?'

The ~controversial New Mexico
Sunday liquor sales bill was on the
Senate floor after it had come out of
a House committee where it had been
written.
The bill, to keep the bars open on
Sunday from noon to midnight, was
not a momentous piece of legislation.
It won't, in any lasting way, contribute to the culture, development or
progress of the state.
Granted, there might have been
some moral question involved. There
might have been great pressure by
the liquor lobby. However, the infantile and irresponsible actions of senators who vainly tried to defeat the
bill or send it back to the House were
more than comic.
One senator complained that the
18-year-old vote and the Sunday liquor sales questions might be on the
ballot during his next election year.
'

i

English at the University of Utah,
also spoke at the morning session.
His argument, in favor of teacher
evaluation, was, "a course is only
as good as the person who teaches
it." He continued, "No one but a
student can give you this kind of
evaluation."
Teaching Enhancement
Eble said many faculty
members have pointed out that
good teaching in the long run
doesn't pay off the way research
does. One of the project's goals is
to find ways to "enhance the

Kenneth Eble

Pro})Osal W ot1ld Cut U Budget

I

Nixo1t: Vietna1n <A 1rgu1:shintg''
Bu-t Mideast Va,ng,erous'
By STEWART HENSLEY
WASHlNGTON (UPI)-President
Nixon declared Thursday that an
enormous increase in Russia's
strategic military power in recent
years "could tempt Soviet leaders
into bolder challenges" in the Middle
East and elsewhere and lead to
nuclear confrontation with the
United States.
While Vietnam ··is "our most
anguishing problem," he said, the
Middle East is "the most dangerous"
because of a vastly greater potential
for an uncontrollable
Soviet-American collision.
Nixon's second annual "State of
the World" report to Congress on
U. 8. foreign policy, largely the
handiwork of Henry A. Kissinger, his
national security affairs adviser,
broke no new ground but suggested
increased administration pessimism
over Soviet-American relations in the
past year.
He renewed his offer to "establish
a dialogue" with Communist China,
and pointedly referred three times to
its official name, "Peoples Republic
of China," the first American
president to do so in an official
document.
On Indochina, Nixon predicted
continued progress in withdrawing
U. 8. troops despite "some very
serious problems" with Communist
forces in the region. Domestically, he
said, the administration's task will be
to explain that even after most
American forces have returned
home, "North Vietnamese actions
could require high levels of American
assistance and air operations."
The 65,000-word report expressed
wariness about Soviet nuclear
weapons intentions and concern over
Soviet actions in the Middle East, the
Caribbean and in Berlin. Its

pessimistic tone doubtless reflected
the results of another year of trying
to get the Soviets to talk about
easing tensions.
Nixon said he was encouraged by
serious talks with Russia on limiting
strategic nuclear weapons,
notwithstanding disagreements over
what to do about Antiballistic
Missile Systems ( A..Biv!S) and how to
define offensive weapons.
But he said it was not at all clear
whether the Kremlin truly
recognized the need to curtail
nuclear arms for "strategic stability"
or whether it was trying to achieve a
first-strike nuclear capability.
"We believe the number of Soviet
strategic forces now exceeds the level
needed for deterrence," Nixon said.
The Russians' big 889
intercontinental ballistic missle, "if
further improved and deployed in
sufficient numbers, could be
uniquely suitable for a first strike
against our land-based deterrent
forces," he said.
The President disclosed that by
the end of 1970, the Soviet Union
had 1440 ICBMS compared to the
United States' 1054, an increase of
331 by the Russians and none by
Americans.
Similarly, the United States had
656 submarine-launch ballistic
missiles at year's end, the same as a
year earlier, while the Soviet figure
had risen from 240 to 350. "By the
mid-1970s, we expect the Soviets to
have a force of ballistic missile
submarines equal in size to our
own;'' he said.
He noted Russia appears to have
slowed down deployment of
land-based strategic missile
launchers.
"The significance of this
development is not clear," Nixon

said. "The U .8 .S .R. could be
exercising self-restraint ... or, the
slowdown could be temporary and
could be followed, in due course, by
a resumption of new missile
deployments. The delay could mean
that the Soviet Union is preparing to
introduce major qualitative
improvements, such as a new
warhead or guidance system. Finally,
the slowdown could presage the
deployment of an altogether new
missile system."
The United States will watch the
situation closely, he said, and if
Russia intensifies the strategic arms
race, "it will be necessary for us to
act appropriately."
Throughout the document, Nixon
made it clear he was determined to
maintain U.S. military strength,
including the development of the
safeguard ABM, until he had
concrete evidence that Russia really
wished to reach some tension-easing
agreements.
The United States realizes that
U .8.-Soviet interests on a broad
range of issues will naturally conflict
as Russia continues to emerge as a
global power, Nixon said.
"But the natural expansion of
Soviet influence in the world must
not distort it.self into ambitions for
exclusive or predominant positions.
For such a course ignores the
interests of others, including
ourselves. It must and will be
resisted. It can, therefore, lead only
to confrontation."
The President promised to
·examine carefully possibilities for
increased contacts between the
Chinese and Ameriean peoples. "In
this decade ... there will be no more
important challenge than that of
drawing the Peoples .Republic of
China into a constructive

'Synthesize'
Kilker criticized the use of
computers as a sole method of
evaluation. His recently published
evaluation was in turn criticized
for being too subjective. He
replied, "We used third person
student observers, who had a
familiarity with a department's
instructors and its offerings, to sit
in on classes and synthesize." The
results were then "expressed in
literary terms which the reviewer
felt best summarized the sense
impressions of all factors
involved."
He also challenged the belief of
many faculty members that they
"have the right to refuse to
submit to student evaluation." He
asked the audience how they
would go about eva.Iuating a man
who refused to use class time. A
student from the University of
Albuquerque replied that if a

teacher refused their evaluation, course."
the students planned to
Evaluation Pitfalls
"unofficially walk out of the
Some of the possible pitfalls of
class."
evaluation were discussed by
Adams made <! comparison Murphy, He pointed out the
from a teacher's point of view possibility of "conftlsing course
between teaching a class that evaluation with teacher
students want to take, and evaluation, or a lack of distinction.
teaching one tJ-.ey are required to between popularity and
take. Referring to one of his own effectiveness regarding an
classes he said, "I was thinking of individual professor." He
asking Vice President (for advocated a plan for long-range
Academic Affairs Chester) evaluation of former students
Travelstead if it was possible for a which would determine the
faculty member to drop ~.ft'jmate effectiveness of a
.. .-;;,· :;;;--··teacher.
·
M\e t z ler said the rna th
d e p'a r t m e n t h a d been
experimenting with some forms of
., "visitation." This involves
teachers sitting in on each others'
classes to evaluate one another
and to be exposed to other
methods, In his own
said he allows time for
ev~UU!lticm of the course and his
teaching methods throughout the
year. He also takes time to
evaluate his classes while they are
eva! uating him.
Durjng the last period of open
discussion, Travelstead invited
representatives from the faculty
and students to meet with him
and plan the next step for teacher
evaluation at UNM. He said,
"Evaluation in the 70's is not only
desirable, it is imperative. I pledge
you my support."
Hal Moore
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Analysis:

teaching aspect of a college
professor's career."
A panel was presented in the
afternoon to discuss course
evaluation at UNM. Members of
the panel were Clinton Adams,
dean of the College of Fine Arts,
Ernie Kilker, ASUNM teacher
evaluation coordinator, Richard
Murphy, chairman of the
department of geography, and
Richard Metzler, from the
department of mathematics.

DFA Recommendati.on Gets Negative Reaction

relationship with the world
community, and particularly with
the rest of Asia."
At the same time, he stressed the
United States would not abandon its
military commitment to Nationalist
China and would continue to oppose
moves to deprive the Taiwan
government of its United Nations
seat to give it to mainland China.
On Indochina, the President said
he was encouraged by the progress of
the Vietnamization program, was
confident that Saigon forces could
"fully stand on their own against a
determined enemy" and added that
80 percent of South Vietnam was no
under Saigon's control.
Nixon warned, however, that
despite heavy losses, Hanoi still had
"the manpower, the logistical
network and the dedication to
continue fighting if they wish."
"Enemy intentions and
capabilities in Indochina will pose
some hard choices about the
deployment of allied troops as we
pursue our own withdrawals,'' he
said.
His highest priority still was a
negotiated peace for all Indochina,
he said, but Hanoi's refusal to
consider his October, 1970, peace
plan leaves the United States no
choice but to continue its program
of gradual withdrawal "while giving
the region's friendly countries the
time and the means to defend
themselves."
On Indochina, Nixon reported
major gains during 1970, including
steady reduction of U.S. troop
strength and a more than 50 percent
drop in American combat.deaths. He
again asserted that th<l Cambodian
operation was "crucial to our effort
to reduce our involvement in the

war."

/

Dance Workshop

Lucille Dworsky, left, Alexa
Roberts and Jennifer Caplan
rehearse for the music
department's dance workshop to
be performed on March 5-7 at
8:15 p.m. The program is almost
entirely choreographed by
students.

Proposed cuts in next year's
st.ate appropriations for higher
education would result in
"disasterous consequences,"
including the possibility of an
enrollment limitation at UNM,
University President Ferrel Heady
warned Saturday.
The Department of Finance
and Administration (DFA)
recently recommended
lippropriations for the state's
colleges be cut by $2.5 million
from the $45.9 million
rpcommended hy the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF).
In addition, the powerful
House Appropriations and
Finance Committee has shown
reluctance to approve a BEF
recommended tuition increase of
10 percent, which was expected
to bring the universities an
additional $1 million.
.,
The DFA proposal would cut
$1.2 million from UNM's budget,
and loss of revenue if a tuition
in crease is not approved is
estimated at $400,000.
The
original DFA
recommendation for the
universities was $20.6 million,
close to the $20.9 million
recommended by the BEF. The

recommended cut to $19.7
million is reported to have been
made by the DFA to give the
Department of Health and Social
Services $4.2 million to finish this
year in the black.
Heady, speaking before the
Alumni Association Board of
Directors meeting, said the BEF
projected a 6.8 percent increase in
enrollment for UNM next year,
but University officials believe a
10 percent increase "would be
more realistic."
In the last two years, actual
enrollment increases at UNM have
been double what the BEF
projected and what the University
has been funded for. This year the
BEF enrollment miscalculation
cost UNMan estimated $850,000,
which "seriously strained"
University resources, Heady said.
If UNM does not get the funds
recommended by the BEF as well
as additional revenue from a
tuition increase, "we will face a
drastic decline in quality and
standards which will affect all the
students we admit, or we must
turn away large numbers of
otherwise qualified applicants.
"Under these circumstances, I
would advocate we take all the

actions we reasonably can to
restrict enrollment, with the
objectives we avoid, if we possibly
can, an actual enl'Ol!ment next fall
beyond the increase over this year
projected by the BEF," Heady
said.
The necessity to limit
enrollment would be a "rejection
by New Mexico of the needs of its
young people and would
jeopardize the plans for
development of our state's
economy in the 1970's," he
atlded.
He also pointed out that with
increased operating costs, the
DFA recommendations "would
scarcely permit the University to
operate at this year's level with no
increase in enrollment."
The alumni board approved
unanimously a resolution asking
for state support of UNM to be
set at a level no lower than that
recommended by the BEF. They
also called for passage of the 10
percent tuition hike which was
originally recommended. The
resolution is directed to Gov.
Bruce King, the BEF and the
Legislative Finance Committee.
The DFA's proposed cuts
would also take about $2 million
from public school funding.

University A5tztcly Com,n7ittee May Not be Continued
Senate Unit Gives Bill 'Do Not Pass· Recommendation
A bill asking continuation of
the Legislative University Study
Committee (LUSC) was giv!'n a
"tlo not pass" recommendation
by the St•nate Education
Commltt!'e (SEC) last Friday.
Thl' LUSC proposal was
introduced to the SEC by Sen. Ike
Smalley (D - Hidalgo • Sien•a ·
Luna) on!' of the original sponsors
of the first f,USC proposal in
1968. Tlw bill will be vott>d on by
the St>nate today. If tht•
unfavorablt• committe!' n•porL is
adopted f.lw bill will lw killed. If
tlH• St•nat<• oV!'t'f;urns the
connnit.lN' n•port, St•nate hill ·Hl
will go to f.lw S<•nate FiuatH't'
Commit.LN•, which is chain•d by
Small!'Y, for its t'Pcommtmdaf.ion
since the mcasmt> req twst.s a

$fi0,000 allocation.
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The LUSC was formed in 1968
in the wake of "The Love Lust
Poem" controversy, which was
created by the use of an allegedly
"dirty" poem in a fn•slunan
English class. Then called the
Legislative Universities
Investigating Committee, the
LUSC was asked by Uw legislatme
to investigate and repot·t on
problems of th!' statp's
uniwrsities. Sub seq ucnt solicited
t Ps tim ony a!ld reports WN't'
primarily concl'!'ned with the
polit'i<•s of UNM.
D c Pndcrs of Lht> mt'asurp
laud I'd tlw L USC, giving it credit
for changps and )Wacc 011 tlw
UNM campus.
Rep. M<•rrill Taylor (R-Sau
Juan) cii.Nl ar1•as wht>l'l' tlw LUSC
had been pll'ased with

r

UNM "progress'' such as the
"cleaning up of The Lobo" and
the "sobering effect the LUSC
had on the philosophy of higher
education in the state." Taylor
gave credit to the LUSC for the
"lack of confrontations and the
air of concern by legislators and
administmtors of the University.
We should continue the study
committee becausE' UNM would
boil ovet• again if tlw LUSC was
not in <'xisLE>nce."
AI though the LUSC is
d1'awn·up as a study committee
for all the stale universities,
dming l.t>stimony senal.m·s and
witnesses n•ferred to prob!Nns on
"tlw campus," wihtout naming a
specific r;chool. 'rhe only stlldl'nts
testifying against thl' bill wt•re
Tom Hogg, ASUNM lobbyist, and

Bill Pickens, ex-GSA president,
both from UNM.
"The existence of the LUSC
affects student morale. It is not
needed since there are other
channels of communication
b!'tween UNM and the legislature,
such as the Board of Educational
Finance (BEF), the Governor's
Student Council, student lobbies
and the Legislatiw Finance
Committee," said Pickens.
"Tht• imag<' gap" was stl'essed
by Hogg in his arguments against
co11linuation of the LUSC. "65
percent of UNM's students feel
that thl' NI'W M~>xico legislature is
doing less than a good job. This
figure was arrived at through
results of a random sampling of
students," said Hogg, who blamed
the bad image of !ht> legislatlll'P 011

the impre~ion the LUSC had
made on the students of UNM.
"It is wrong that the LUSC can
take credit for changes in the
universities, especially at UNM.
The corttinuation of the LUSC
cotlld damage the reputation of
New Mexican universities in the
long run," said representatives of
the American Association of
University Women (AAUW) who
joined Pickens and Hogg in their
opposition to the bilL
One of the SEC's opponents to
the measure, Sen. John D. Rogers
(D·Los Alamos, said, "Smalley
has testified that no specific
agenda or plan of study has been
projected by the LUSC. This
vagueness of purpose was the
commiH<'e's own condemnation."

